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We propose that the dynamical axion field can be realized in a magnetic topological insulator
superlattice or a topological paramagnetic insulator. The magnetic fluctuations of these systems
produce a pseudoscalar field which has an axionic coupling to the electromagnetic field, and thus
it gives a condensed-matter realization of the axion electrodynamics. Compared to the previously
proposed dynamical axion materials where a long range antiferromagnetic order is required, the
systems proposed here have the advantage that only a uniform magnetization or a paramagnetic
state is needed for the dynamic axion. We further propose several experiments to detect such a
dynamical axion field.

PACS numbers: 73.20.-r 75.70.-i 14.80.Va

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for topological quantum phenomena has
attracted considerable interest in condensed matter
physics. Topological phenomena are determined by some
topological structures in physical systems and are thus
usually universal and robust against perturbations1. The
recent discovery of the time-reversal (T ) invariant (TRI)
topological insulator (TI) brings the opportunity to re-
alize a large family of new topological phenomena2,3.
The electromagnetic response of three-dimensional (3D)
insulators is described by the Maxwell action SM =
(1/8π)

∫
d3xdt(εE2 −B2/µ), together with a topological

θ term Sθ = (θ/2π)(α/2π)
∫
d3xdtE · B4. Here, E and

B are the conventional electromagnetic fields inside the
insulator, ε and µ are material-dependent dielectric con-
stant and magnetic permeability, α = e2/~c is the fine
structure constant, e is the charge of an electron, and θ is
the dimensionless pseudoscalar parameter describing the
insulator, which refers to the axion field in high energy
physics5,6. Physically θ depends on the band structure of
the insulator and has an explicit microscopic expression
of the momentum space Chern-Simons form4:

θ =
1

4π

∫
d3kεijkTr

[
Ai∂jAk + i

2

3
AiAjAk

]
, (1)

where ∂j = ∂/∂kj , Aµ%i (k) = −i〈uµk|∂i|u
%
k〉 is the momen-

tum space non-abelian gauge field, with |uµk〉 and |u%k〉
referring to the periodic part of the Bloch function of the
occupied bands. All physical quantities in the bulk de-
pend on θ only modulo 2π. Sθ generally breaks the parity
P and T symmetry except for two TRI points θ = 0 and
θ = π, which describe trivial insulator and TI, respec-
tively4. The term Sθ with a universal value of θ = π in
TIs gives rise to new physical effects such as image mag-
netic monopole7, quantized Kerr effect8,9, and quantized
topological magnetoelectric effect4,10–12.

The axion field θ is static in a TRI TI. However, as is
first suggested in Ref. 13, when a long range antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) order is established in a TI, θ can de-

viate from π due to T symmetry breaking and becomes
a dynamical field associated with the magnetic fluctua-
tions. The resulting system is a new state of quantum
matter which realizes the axion electrodynamics in con-
densed matter physics. The axionic excitations in such
an unconventional AFM insulator can lead to novel ef-
fects such as the axionic polariton13. There have been
great efforts devoted to searching for such dynamical ax-
ion state of matter14–20. However, such AFM materials
are still lacking.

In this paper, we propose a much simpler route to re-
alize the dynamic axion in a magnetic TI superlattice.
In particular, we clarify that the realization of a dynam-
ical axion field does not necessarily require an AFM or-
der and a TI parent material, but what is important is
a proper coupling between the electrons and magnetic
fluctuations13–15. The magnetic TI superlattice we adopt
consists of alternating layers of a parent magnetic TI and
a spacer normal insulator (NI), as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The magnetic TI layer is doped with Cr and Mn on top
and bottom halves of TI film, respectively. We show that
the phase diagram of this system contains a dynamic ax-
ion phase when uniform magnetization is achieved, where
T symmetry is broken and the static value θ0 6= 0, π. We
also propose to realize the dynamic axion in a topologi-
cal paramagnetic (PM) insulator, where T symmetry is
present and θ0 = 0 or π. The PM fluctuations can cou-
ple to electrons, which induces a dynamical axion field.
Such a PM insulator can be achieved by doping magnetic
elements into TI materials close to the topological quan-
tum critical point (QCP) [shown in Fig. 1(b)]. Finally,
we propose several experiments to detect this dynamical
axion field.

The organization of this paper is as follows. After this
introductory section, Section II describes the effective
model for the dynamic axion in a magnetic TI super-
lattice. Section III presents the results on the phase dia-
gram, axion insulator and θ value, dynamical axion in the
ferromagnetic phase, and experimental proposal. Section
IV presents discussion on the topological PM insulator
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to realize the dynamic axion, and concludes this paper.
Some auxiliary materials are relegated to Appendixes.

II. MODEL

The first system we propose is a magnetic TI superlat-
tice as described above. Recent experiments have shown
that the thickness and magnetic doping concentration
of thin film TIs can be well controlled through layer-
by-layer growth via molecular beam epitaxy21, therefore,
such a superlattice is quite realistic to be fabricated. The
magnetic ions will have a local exchange coupling with
the band electrons described by Jν

∑
xi

Sν(xi) · s, where

Sν(xi) denotes the magnetic impurity spin at the position
xi, ν = c,m denotes the Cr and Mn, respectively, and
s = σ/2 is the local electron spin. The main advantage
of such a superlattice is the two types of magnetic ions
have opposite signs of exchange coupling parameters in
TI materials, namely, Jm < 0 and Jc > 0. This is experi-
mentally verified by opposite signs of the anomalous Hall
conductance in the insulating regime of Mn-doped22 and
Cr-doped23 Bi2Te3 family materials. Therefore a uniform
magnetization in the superlattice will induce opposite ex-
change fields in the upper and lower halves of a TI layer.
The Hamiltonian describing the superlattice can be writ-
ten as

H =
∑
k‖,i,j

[
vF τ

z (ẑ× σ) · k‖δi,j +maτ
zσzδi,j +mbσ

zδi,j

+tsτ
xδi,j +

tn
2
τ+δi+1,j +

tn
2
τ−δi−1,j

]
c†k‖ick‖j . (2)

where i and j label distinct magnetic TI layers, σβ and τβ

(β = x, y, z) are Pauli matrices acting on the spin and the
top/bottom surface of the parent TI layer, respectively.
The first term in the Hamiltonian describes the top and

Cr-doped TI

NI


Mn-doped TI

(a) (b)

Cr

Cr-doped TI

FIG. 1. (color online). Schematic drawing of the proposed
systems to realize the dynamical axion field. (a) The mag-
netic TI superlattice structure. The upper and lower halves
of TI films are doped with Cr and Mn, respectively. The ar-
rows in TI layers indicate the magnetization direction. In each
crystalline unit cell, the z-direction thickness of Mn-doped TI,
Cr-doped TI, and NI layers are `m, `c, and `n. (b) Topolog-
ical PM insulator: 3D TI materials close to topological QCP
doped with Cr, where a PM state is realized.

bottom surface states of a parent TI layer, where a single
2D Dirac node is considered for Bi2Te3 family materi-
als24. vF is the Fermi velocity. k‖ = (kx, ky) is the in-
plane momentum. The second and third terms describe
the Zeeman-type spin splitting for surface states induced
by the ferromagnetic (FM) exchange couplings ∆c of Cr
and ∆m of Mn along z axis, where ma = (∆c − ∆m)/2
is the staggered Zeeman field and mb = (∆c + ∆m)/2 is
the uniform Zeeman field25. In the mean field (MF) ap-
proximation, the exchange field of Mn and Cr are given
by ∆ν = yνJν〈Szν 〉/2. Here y is the doping concentra-
tion of magnetic ion, 〈Sz〉 is the MF expectation value of
the ion spin in the z direction, ν = c,m. The thickness
dependent parameters ts and tn describe the tunneling
between the top and bottom surface states within the
same (ts) or neighboring (tn) TI layer. For simplicity, we
assume Jc = −Jm = J > 0.

III. RESULTS

A. Phase diagram

First, we examine the phase diagram of the system.
The momentum space Hamiltonian now is

H(k) =

5∑
a=1

da(k)Γa +mbΓ
12, (3)

where d1,2,3,4,5(k) = (vF ky,−vF kx,−tn sin(kz`), ts +
tn cos(kz`),ma), and the Dirac Γ matrices Γ1,2,3,4,5 =
(τzσx, τzσy, τy, τx, τzσz), Γ12 = [Γ1,Γ2]/2i = σz. The
T and P transformation are defined as T = iσyK (with
K being the complex conjugation operator) and P = τx,
respectively. The band dispersion is given by

ε2
k± = v2

F (k2
x + k2

y) +
[
mb ±

√
m2
a + t2(kz)

]2
, (4)

where t(kz) =
√
t2s + t2n + 2tstn cos(kz`) and ` is the

superlattice period along the growth z direction with
` = `m + `c + `n. In the absence of exchange field, i.e.,
ma = mb = 0, the system is fully gapped when |ts| 6= |tn|,
while it has a gapless Dirac node when ts/tn = ±126. For
convenience we assume here ts/tn ≥ 0. When ts/tn = 1,
the Dirac point is located at kx = ky = 0, kz = π/`.
Such a critical Dirac point opens a gap when ts/tn de-
viates from unity, resulting in a 3D TI (tn > ts) or NI
(tn < ts). Since both P and T symmetries are respected,
the axion field θ given by Eq. (1) is either 0 or π in this
case, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the case of ma,b 6= 0,
the band structure has two nondegenerate Weyl nodes
when t2c1 ≡ (ts − tn)

2
< m2

b − m2
a < (ts + tn)

2 ≡ t2c2,
located on the kz axis at kz = π/` ± k0 where k0` =
arccos[(m2

b−m2
a−t2s−t2n)/2tstn]. Such a Weyl semimetal

phase occurs in a finite region in the phase diagram as
shown in Fig. 2(a). When m2

b − m2
a > t2c2, the sys-

tem is a 3D quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) insulator
characterized by a quantized Hall conductivity e2/h per
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FIG. 2. (color online). (a) Phase diagram of the proposed
magnetic TI superlattice with two variables: ts and tn. An
AI phase emerges with nonzero θ. When ma > mb, the phase
diagram will be AI phase only (not shown). (b) Typical value
of θ as a function of tn − ts in the AI phase, where the pa-
rameter is setted as tn + ts = 1.

magnetic TI layer27. Interesting physics happens when
m2
b − m2

a < t2c1. The system is fully gapped, however,
as we will show below, it is not a simple NI but an ax-
ionic insulator (AI) with θ 6= 0, π. Furthermore, the FM
fluctuations in the AI lead to a dynamical axion field.

B. Axion insulator and θ value

Since θ is odd under T and P, only T - and P-breaking
perturbations can induce a change of θ. The term maΓ5

breaks both T and P, which varies the value of θ to the
linear order. mbΓ

12 breaks T but respects P, therefore
it does not affect θ to the leading order. To compute the
axion field θ, a lattice regularization is necessary. Ex-
plicitly, the value of θ in this model can be calculated
as13,14,

θ =
1

4π

∫
d3k

2|d|+ d4

(|d|+ d4)2|d|3
εijkldi∂xdj∂ydk∂zdl, (5)

where |d| = (
∑5
a=1 d

2
a)1/2, and the repeated index i, j, k, l

take values from 1, 2, 3, 5 and indicates summation. Typ-
ical θ values in AI phase is calculated in Fig. 2(b). As
expected, θ deviates gradually from 0 or π as ma in-
creases away from 0. When tn/ts � 1, the θ value tends
to π; for tn/ts → 0, θ converges quickly towards zero.
Therefore, θ can be tuned by the layer thickness. Note
that θ is only well defined in the insulating regime when
m2
b −m2

a < t2c1. For ma > mb, this condition is always
satisfied and the whole phase diagram in Fig. 2(a) will
be occupied by the AI phase only. Physically, ma > mb

means the magnetic moments in Mn and Cr are polar-
ized in the same direction. Different from the previous
proposals13,14, such nonquantized θ is coupled to the FM
order parameter instead of AFM order, due to opposite
signs of Jc and Jm.

To realize the AI phase, the system should have an
appropriate magnetic ordering. If ma > mb, the system
will have a FM long range order along z axis and become

TABLE I. The parameters of ts, sign of mean Jmc
eff and pos-

sible magnetic order along z direction in Cr-doped and Mn-
doped (Bi0.1Sb0.9)2Te3 superlattice with different thickness.
Here we set `m = `c, and assume tn 6= 0.

`m + `c ts (eV) sgn (Jmc
eff ) possible order AI

2 QL 0.116 − FM Yes

4 QL 0.029 + AFM ?

6 QL 0.004 − FM Yes

an AI. Conversely if ma < mb, the system will have an
AFM long range order, where the spins of Mn and Cr in
each parent magnetic TI layer will point along the +z and
−z direction, respectively. In this case, m2

b −m2
a < t2c1

must be satisfied to realize the AI, which may be ful-
filled by adjusting the doping concentration yc,m and
tuning the layer thicknesses `c,m,n. The magnetic prop-
erties of this system are determined by the effective in-
teraction between neighbouring magnetic impurity spins

J ρνeff [Szρ(xi)S
z
ν (xj) + γS

‖
ρ(xi) · S‖ν(xj)], where S

‖
ρ denotes

the in-plane impurity spin, and ρ, ν = c,m labels the ion
type. Such effective spin interactions are mediated by
the band electrons of TIs28–30. The interactions between
the same types of magnetic ions have been shown to be
FM with an easy axis z, which indicates Jmmeff < 0 for
Mn-doped TI film22, J cceff < 0 for Cr-doped TI film23 and
|γ| < 1. The sign of Jmceff is determined by the Ruderman-
Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) type interaction31 along
the z direction.

Jmceff (`z) ∝ −JmJc
∫ π/a3

−π/a3
dqzχzz(qz)e

iqz`z , (6)

where a3 = 1 nm is the z direction lattice constant of
parent TI material, i.e., thickness of a quintuple layer
(QL). χzz(qz) is the z direction magnetic susceptibility
of TI with momentum q = (0, 0, qz) obtained by Kubo
formula31. `z is the vertical distance between Mn and
Cr, which we set to their mean distance in a magnetic TI
layer as `z = (`m+`c)/2. The calculated sign of Jmceff (`z)
oscillates as a function of `z

32, is listed in Table I. The
sign of Jmceff is opposite to that in Ref. 32 since JmJc < 0.
We note that the exact sign of the interlayer coupling
has not been settled yet by experiments. According to
Table I, Jmceff < 0 for `m = `c = 1, 3 QL, possibly leading
to a FM ground state, and the system becomes an AI.
For `m = `c = 2 QL, the system may develop an AFM
order, yet one can still reach an AI state by tuning tn.

C. Dynamical axion in the ferromagnetic phase

Next we show the axion θ becomes a dynamical field
θ = θ0 + δθ(x, t) in the presence of the FM fluctua-
tions. The magnetic fluctuations in the TI originate
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from the quantum nature of spin interactions (for γ 6= 0)
and the thermal fluctuations. For convenience we de-
fine the magnetization per unit volume of Cr and Mn as
Mν = gLµByν〈Sν〉/a3 with ν = c,m. Here gL is the
Landé factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, a is the average
lattice constant of TI. They can be regrouped into the
FM and AFM magnetization as M± = (Mc ±Mm)/2.
In the below, we assume yc = ym = y. The fluctua-
tion of M± can be generally written as M± = (M±0 +
δM±z (x, t))ẑ + δM±x (x, t)x̂ + δM±y (x, t)ŷ. To the linear
order, it can be deduced from Eq. (5) that the axion field
θ is only coupled to d5 = ma = (∆c − ∆m)/2 ∝ M+

z .
Therefore, only the FM fluctuations along z axis δM+

z

are relevant. The corresponding effective Lagrangian is
LM = KM [(∂tδM

+
z )2− (vi∂iδM

+
z )2−m2

s(δM
+
z )2], where

KM , vi and ms are the stiffness, velocity and mass of the
spin-wave mode δM+

z . The fluctuation of θ is now given
by δθ(x, t) = δma(x, t)/g = (Ja3/4gLµBg)δM+

z (x, t),
where the coefficient g can be determined from Eq. (5).
The effective Lagrangian density describing the axion
coupled electromagnetic response is then given by

L = LMaxwell + Lθ + Laxion

=
1

8π

(
εE2 − 1

µ
B2

)
+

α

4π2
(θ0 + δθ)E ·B

+g2KA
[
(∂tδθ)

2 − (vi∂iδθ)
2 −m2

sδθ
2
]
, (7)

where the three terms describe the conventional Maxwell
action, the topological coupling between the axion and
the electromagnetic field, and the dynamics of the mas-
sive axion. KA = KM (4µBgL/Ja

3)2. The axion mass
at temperature T is ms ∼ |kBT − JF | /~, where JF =
|J cceff +Jmmeff − 2Jmceff |/2 is of the same order as the Curie
temperature and decays exponentially with the mean dis-
tance between magnetic ions ξ = y−1/3a. The coeffi-
cient KM ∼ ξ3~/g2

Lµ
2
Bms, while the velocity vi ∼ ξms.

For an estimation, in a typical magnetic TI system,
ms ∼ kBT ∼ JF ∼ 1 meV, the bulk gap is |ts − tn| ∼
0.1 eV and the Zeeman field is ma ∼ 0.06 eV. Therefore,
ms � |ma| < |ts − tn|, justifying the above low-energy
description of the system.

D. Experimental proposal

The coupling between the dynamic axion field θ and
the electromagnetic field gives rise to a number of novel
topological phenomena, which can be used in experi-
ments as a unique signature of dynamic θ. For instance, it
leads to the formation of axion polariton, which becomes
gapped in the presence of a background magnetic field.
It also leads to the double frequency response on the can-
tilever torque magnetometry13. Here we mention another
interesting phenomena proposed in Ref. 15, that the mas-
sive axion in L exhibits an instability in the presence of an
external electric field E0. Such an instability will lead to
a complete screening of electric field above a critical value
Ecrit. In other words, when ε0E0 < εEcrit, the field inside

the system is E = ε0E0/ε andB = 0; when ε0E0 > εEcrit,

one gets E = Ecrit and B = ±
√
µEcrit(ε0E0 − εEcrit).

Here ε0 is the dielectric constant outside the system, and
Ecrit = (ms/α)

√
8π3g2KA/µ. For θ0 = 0, a second-

order phase transition happens at ε0E0 = εEcrit, while for
θ0 6= 0, the phase transition becomes a crossover. More
details on these experimental proposals are presented in
the Appendix A. The relative permittivity, axion mass,
and axion coupling of the magnetic TI system are es-
timated to be ε ∼ 100, ms ∼ 1 meV, g ∼ 0.08 eV,
J ∼ 1.5 eV, y ∼ 0.1, and a = 0.5 nm. This gives
Ecrit ∼ (g/J)

√
ms/εya3 = 2 × 106 V/m, which is much

smaller than the breakdown field of the typical semicon-
ductors and in the range accessible by experiments. The
critical field Ecrit ∝

√
ms/y could be reduced by ad-

justing the doping concentration y of the system. For

extremely low temperatures, ms ∼ JF ∝ e−λy
−1/3

, and
Ecrit becomes smaller as y decreases. For relatively high
temperatures when ms ∼ kBT is independent of y, Ecrit

will be reduced as y increases.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the above discussion, we show that to realize the
dynamic axion, it is not essential to start from a nontriv-
ial TI or a magnetic order. In fact, in such a TI system,
the effect of the dynamical axion may be suppressed in
the bulk since the electromagnetic field mainly couples
to the surface states13. Instead, a topologically trivial
insulator with magnetic fluctuations properly coupled to
the electrons is also able to produce dynamic axions, and
the low-energy physics is dominated by the bulk. This
motivates us to propose the second dynamic axion sys-
tem which is a PM insulator. Such a system can be
realized by doping magnetic elements such as Cr into
3D TI materials to the vicinity of the topological QCP,
for example, Bi2(SexTe1−x)3 with x ≥ 0.6633. The sys-
tem is topologically trivial and exhibits a PM response
at low temperature, which is caused by the reduced ef-
fective spin-orbit coupling strength of CryBi2−y result-
ing from the Cr substitution of Bi. The Hamiltonian

of the system is the Dirac model Hb =
∑5
a=1 d̃a(k)Γ̃a

as in Ref. 13, d̃a(k) = (sin kx, sin ky, sin kz,m4(k),m5),

Γ̃a = (τxσx, τxσy, τy, τz, τxσz), τ
i refers to orbit index.

m4 is topologically trivial mass, while m5 = 0 on average,
leading to a mean value θ0 = 0. The AFM fluctuation
δM−z of Cr spins inside a unit cell will induce a fluctua-
tion δm5, leading to a dynamical axion field δθ = δm5/g
(see Appendix B). The advantage of such a system is
that it is close to the PM to FM transition33, therefore
the magnetic fluctuation is strong and the axion mass ms

is small. To distinguish with the previous proposals, this
material may be called topological PM insulator which is
a TRI AI with a dynamic axion field.

In summary, we show that the dynamical axion field
can be realized in a magnetic TI superlattice. We empha-
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size that each magnetic TI layer does not need to exhibit
QAH effect, but only a uniform magnetization is neces-
sary. We hope the theoretical work here could aid the
search for the axionic state of matter in real materials.
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Appendix A: The electric field screening

The instability of the massive axion electrodynamics
and the electric field screening15 in the dynamical axion
insulator is shown in Fig. 3. E0 and ε0 are the external
electric field and permittivity of the dielectric insulator,
respectively. E, B, and ε are the electric field, magnetic
field, and permittivity inside the dynamic axion insu-
lator. The device configuration is shown in Fig. 3(b).
When θ = 0, there is an exact second-order phase tran-
sition at ε0E0 = εEcrit, namely, when ε0E0 < εEcrit,

E =
ε0
ε
E0, B = 0 (A1)

while if increased ε0E0 > εEcrit,

E = Ecrit, B = ±
√
µEcrit(ε0E0 − εEcrit). (A2)

Such phase transition becomes a crossover when θ 6= 0,
where in the limit of E0 →∞, one has

E → Ecrit, B →
√
ε0µE0Ecrit. (A3)
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FIG. 3. (color online). (a) The electric field E (blue, upper
curve) inside the dynamic axion material and the induced
magnetic field B (red, lower curve) as a function of the ex-
ternal electric field E0, evaluated at θ = 0 (solid line) and
θ = π (dashed line). The device configuration is shown in
(b). The field E0, E, and B are in units of εEcrit/ε0, Ecrit,
and B∞ =

√
ε0µE0Ecrit with ε0E0/εEcrit = 2. The disconti-

nuity in the derivative of E and B at εE0 = εEcrit indicates
a second-order phase transition when θ = 0, although such
transition is smoothed out when θ 6= 0.

However, as shown in Fig. 3, for realistic values of θ = π,
the crossover effect is small and the electric field and
magnetic field are similar to the ones at θ = 0 with a
second-order phase transition.

The parameters of the dynamic axion in a magnetic
TI superlattice can be estimated as follows. The axion
mass ms is roughly the same order of Curie temperature
in magnetic TIs, thus Tc ∼ 15 K, ms ∼ 1 meV. The
Zeeman field ma can be estimated as ma = yJ〈S〉/4.
For Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3

29, 〈S〉 = 3/2, J ∼ 1.5 eV,
with y ∼ 0.1, the estimated ma ∼ 0.06 eV. Therefore,
ms � ma, justifying the low-energy axion description of
the system.

Appendix B: Derivation of the Lagrangian for
dynamical axion field

Here we discuss the effective Lagrangian for dynami-
cal axion field in both the (anti)ferromagnetic superlat-
tice system and the paramagnetic system. As is given
in the main text, the spin interaction has the form

HS =
∑
i,j J

ρν
eff [Szρ(xi)S

z
ν (xj) + γS

‖
ρ(xi) · S‖ν(xj)], where

ρ, ν = c,m represents the ion species. At doping level
y, J ρνeff decays exponentially with the mean distance be-

tween ions ξ = y−1/3a.
At low energies, the magnetic properties of both sys-

tems are described by two magnetization fields MA(x, t)
and MB(x, t). For the superlattice system, they stand
for the magnetization of the two type of magnetic ions,
namely, MA = Mc, MB = Mm. For the single-type-
dopant paramagnetic system, MA and MB are the mag-
netization of the ions in place of the two Bi atoms in a
unit cell, respectively. In addition, the paramagnetic sys-
tem satisfies 〈MA〉 = 〈MB〉 = 0 at zero magnetic field.
We then define the fluctuations of the two magnetization
vectors as

δMA = MA − 〈MA〉 , δMB = MB − 〈MB〉 . (B1)

Since to the lowest order, θ is only coupled to the z direc-
tion exchange fields and therefore the z direction magne-
tization, we shall keep only the z direction fluctuations
δMA

z and δMB
z . At the mean field level, the effective

Ginzburg-Landau action for the system is given by:

SM =

∫
dtd3xLM = KM

∫
dtd3x(δMA

z , δM
B
z )×(

−∂2
t + v2

AA∇2 − λAA v2
AB∇2 − λAB

v2
AB∇2 − λAB −∂2

t + v2
BB∇2 − λBB

)(
δMA

z

δMB
z

)
,

(B2)

where λAAλBB > λ2
AB is required for the potential to

be non-negative. For an estimation, we have KMλρν ∼
ξ3|J ρνeff |/g2

Lµ
2
B , v2

ρν ∼ λρνξ
2. As we shall show below,

KM can be estimated using the equation of motion.
By redefining δM±z = (δMA

z ± δMB
z )/2, we can ap-
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proximately rewrite the Lagrangian as

LM =
∑
±
KM [(∂tδM

z
±)2 − v2

M±(∇δM±z )2 −m2
±δM

±2
z ] ,

(B3)
where v2

M± = (v2
AA + v2

BB ± 2v2
AB)/2, while m2

± =

(λAA + λBB ± 2λAB)/2. M±z plays the role of the ferro-
magnetic/antiferromagnetic fluctuation in both systems.
For the superlattice system, θ is coupled to M+

z which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic exchange field, since
the two species of ion have opposite itinerant couplings

Jν . On the contrary, for the paramagnetic system where
there is only one kind of dopant, θ is coupled to M−z .

To estimate the coefficients, we note that the equation
of motion from the effective Lagrangian and the orig-
inal Hamiltonian HS at zero temperature is ∂2

tM
±
z =

−m2
±M

±
z = −[HS , [HS ,M

±
z ]]/~2 ∼ J±2

F /~2, where

J±F = |J cceff +Jmmeff ±2Jmceff |/2. For finite temperature T ,

J±F has to be revised to J±F − kBT . Therefore, we find

m± ∼ |kBT −J±F |/~. Accordingly, we find vM± ∼ ξm±,
and KM ∼ ξ3~/g2

Lµ
2
Bm±.
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